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ABSTRACT 
Hotel Artotel Thamrin Jakarta is a 3-star boutique hotel, located on Thamrin Central Jakarta, has the concept 
of an Urban Boutique Art Hotel. Hotel Artotel has a lobby facility that functions as a reception area and it’s the 
last area visited while in the hotel. Therefore, the lobby is one of the most important areas in a hotel, hence the 
need for a good design of the interior lobby and in accordance with the image of the hotel. This design aims to 
obtain design results that increase the comfortable atmosphere of the room and provide new experiences for 
hotel visitors. This design uses brainstorming, mind mapping, mood board and prototyping methods. The results 
obtained from this design are interior design with the concept of the theme 'The Canvas of Metropolis' taken 
from the image of the hotel that is urban, artsy, and trendy and the concept of contemporary modern style 
produces the sub-theme of the lobby space namely 'Spacious City Vibes'. The concept is applied to interior 
elements such as floors, walls, and ceilings, with this concept it will produce a metropolis city atmosphere and 
provide a "Refreshing" process for hotel visitors who feel tired of the home atmosphere, especially during this 
pandemic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Hotel Artotel Thamrin Jakarta is one of the 3-star boutique 
hotels, has been operating since October 2013. This hotel is 
located on Thamrin Central Jakarta, has a different concept 
from other hotels, namely the Urban Boutique Art Hotel 
concept. According to Apandi & Baharta [1] Hotel is a form 
of building, emblem, accommodation business entity that 
provides lodging services, food and beverage providers and 
other service facilities where all services are intended for 
the public, either those who spend the night in the hotel or 
those who only use certain facilities owned by the hotel.	
According to KN Hotels Management in Chressetianto’s 
journal [2] a boutique hotel can be called a lifestyle hotel 
because it has a modern lifestyle with a unique and up to 
date interior design. 
Hotel Artotel Thamrin, Central Jakarta has a building area 
of 4,656 m² consisting of 7 floors. Hotel Artotel has various 
facilities including 107 studio units, lobby, restaurant & bar, 
rooftop bar, meeting room, and art space. In this design, the 
area that will be the object of the design is the lobby area. 
The lobby is the first area visited by hotel visitors because 
it is usually located at the front of the hotel. The lobby 
serves as a reception place to register arrivals and other 
transactions, and can be used as a place to wait or chat with 
hotel visitors, besides that the lobby  
 

also serves as the area that guests last visited while in the 
hotel [3]. Based on its function, the lobby area is one of the 
most important areas in a hotel, so it is necessary to design 
a good lobby interior that is in accordance with the hotel's 
image. The interior design with the theme 'The Canvas of 
Metropolis' aims to obtain design results that increase the 
comfortable atmosphere of the room and provide a new 
experience for hotel visitors. The atmosphere of space plays 
an important role in shaping one's experience in a space. 
According to J. Pamudji Suptandar in Chressetianto’s 
journal [2], atmosphere is the state around the environment 
which is translated into design elements that can meet 
physical and spiritual needs containing values of beauty and 
usability for users. 

2. BACKGROUND 

1. Theme & Style Concept 
The theme concept taken for the interior design of Hotel 
Artotel is “The Canvas of Metropolis”. In this interior 
design of Artotel Hotel, the style that will be used is a 
contemporary modern style. Contemporary modern style is 
a dynamic style that can be combined with technology, has 
a practical and functional design character with simple 
shape processing and neutral colors [4]. Contemporary 
terms are defined as at the same time; during; when; in the 
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present. So, the contemporary style refers to the 'current' 
style [5].  

2. Material & Decorative Element 
To support the theme and design style that has been 
determined, the right material is needed because material 
is an element that can build the desired space atmosphere, 
give an unforgettable impression to hotel visitors, give a 
positive image, comfort, and security [6]. Besides material 
elements, decorative elements are also important, it takes a 
work of art that can be used as a decorative element. The 
artworks were selected from Indonesian contemporary 
artists, one of which is Addy Debil.	 Addy Debil is an 
illustrator who lives in Bandung, he likes to create murals 
and sarcastic illustrations. His works are witty and fun to 
watch, with his brightly out-of-the-box street art drawings 
[7]. Addy's illustrations tend to be filled with abstract 
illustrations of things he encounters every day. In his works, 
blue is the dominant color used by Addy. The outline of the 
characters he draws uses blue; he barely uses black. Only 
the blue ranges from the darkest to the lightest and the other 
colors we find on the color wheel. 

3. METHODS 

The method used in finding ideas in this design is to analyze 
the data that has been obtained with the aim of getting ideas 
and inspiration. The method of analysis can be done 
through: 

1. Brainstorming 
For an idea search, the author uses a brainstorming 
method. Brainstorming is a method used to 
express ideas that come to mind [8]. 

2. Mind Mapping 
After the ideas are collected, then processed using 
a mind map. Mind maps is a medium for selecting 
spontaneous ideas obtained from brainstorming 
activities.	With the mind map method, it is easier 
for the author to browse the data and convert the 
data into ideas that are more structured and 
realizable [9]. 

3. Mood board 
Mood board serves to display the atmosphere of a 
predetermined design concept visually, using 
images that can develop ideas conceptually [9]. 

4. Prototyping 
The concept picture that has been arranged is 
transformed into a design with a real form that is 
planning and experimental. Can be displayed with 
mockup study form or 3D rendering results made 
with computer applications [9]. 

4. FINDING AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter describes the results and discussion of the 
designs that have been researched with the following 
results. 

A. General Design Concept 
To find the concept of image, image analysis is 

required using the mind map and image conclusions 
are drawn (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1 Mind map 

 

Figure 2 Image Keywords 

 

Figure 3 Reference of Artsy, Urban, Trendy Image 

From the results of the analysis above, several keywords 
were obtained, then the keywords were simplified to get 3 
keywords that could be processed into themes and design 
styles in this design. The 3 chosen words that become the 
image of Hotel Artotel are artsy, trendy, urban (Figure 2). 
Artsy, which has an artistic appearance, unique and 
aesthetic works. Urban imagery represents an urban 
lifestyle with high activity, fast pace and full of competition 
and trendy is everything that is being talked about, utilized, 
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and gets a lot of attention from most people at any given 
moment (Figure 3). 

To give an overview of the atmosphere of the design 
concept that has been determined by the author using a 
mood board (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4 General Mood board 

Interior design with the theme "The Canvas of Metropolis" 
displays icons or images of Jakarta such as lifestyle, tourist 
attractions, views of Jakarta in the present and pours the 
atmosphere of Jakarta into the hotel’s interior with a touch 
of art from Indonesian contemporary artists. The concept of 
this theme is taken from the image of the hotel, namely 
Urban, Artsy, Trendy. With this concept will provide a 
"refreshing" process to hotel visitors who feel tired with the 
atmosphere of the house, especially in this pandemic period. 
Contemporary Modern style features interior design that 
seems spacious and contemporary. Using neutral colors 
with bright color accents that give a fresh impression into 
the room. 
Using neutral colors such as brown, white and gray colors 
that give the impression of a wider room, with bright color 
accents (Figure 5) that give the impression of freshness into 
the room.  

 

Figure 5 Colour Scheme 

 

Figure 6 Material Board  

The materials used are natural materials (Figure 6) 
such as marble, granite, terrazzo, and wood that are 
collaborated with modern materials such as concrete, iron 
and fabric. 

B. Lobby Design Concept 

 
 

Figure 7 Layout Furniture Lobby Area 

The lobby is located on the ground floor of the hotel, the 
lobby area consists of the entrance, merchandise store area, 
waiting area and reception area (Figure 7). 
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Figure 8 Mood board Lobby Area 

With the concept of the theme 'Spacious City Vibes' which 
is taken from the image of spacious, dynamic, city vibes, 
the lobby room has the atmosphere of the city of Jakarta 
with views of tall buildings (Figure 8), the room looks 
spacious with a high ceiling decorated with chandeliers. The 
application of murals on wood panels in the reception area 
is the focal point of the lobby. 

 

Figure 9 Material Board & Colour Scheme Lobby Area 

The colors used in the lobby area are neutral colors (Figure 
9) such as black, white, brown, and dominated by gray that 
gives a broad impression on the room. Combined with 
bright colors as accents of the space that liven up the 
atmosphere of the room, bright colors can be seen on the 
coffee table, cushion pillow, curvy mirror, merchandise 
display and mural panels in the reception area. 

 
Figure 10 Addy Debil’s Artwork 

The work chosen to be applied as a mural is addy Debil's 
doodle (Figure 10) which is contemporary and unique. His 
work uses bright colors and unique characters with the 
characteristics of closed eyes in each character.  

 

Figure 11 Layout Lobby Render 

 

Figure 12 HI Roundabout 

In the lobby, the floor is dominantly using gray marble 
material which gives a broad impression, the floor uses a lot 
of curved lines (Figure 11),	especially in the waiting area, 
the floor is circular with a curved line pattern inspired by 
the traffic atmosphere at the HI Roundabout which seems 
dynamic (Figure 12) and uses a combination of marble, 
granite, travertine and gold plates. 

 
Figure 13 Perspective 1 Lobby 
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Figure 14 Perspective 2 Lobby 

 
Figure 15 Merchandise Store Perspective 

The lobby’s wall dominantly uses polished concrete, the 
reception’s wall (Figure 13) uses box-shaped wooden 
panels with acrylic that have LED lights in it so that the 
panels seem like buildings in the Jakarta city that light up at 
night.	 In the corner of the room there is a curvy mirror 
(Figure 13) as a photo spot for hotel visitors. The walls of 
the elevator area (Figure 14) use a combination of HPL 
concrete and white marble with vertical lines accented using 
gold plates. 
The center of the lobby has a void on the ceiling so that the 
room feels spacious with a high ceiling decorated with 
chandeliers shrink down (Figure 14), the chandeliers have 
small bulbs that produce light that looks like city lights. On 
the other side, the ceiling uses gypsum material with 
finishing white ceiling paint, the ceiling in the elevator area 
uses plywood with wooden HPL. 
Furniture in the lobby includes a reception desk with a 
capacity for 2 people, modular sofa, coffee table and 
merchandise display.  

 

 
Figure 16 Furniture Scheme 

The reception desk uses wood and marble materials with a 
concrete and wooden HPL finish.	The sofa in the waiting 
area uses a modular sofa with beige colored fabric material 
so that the sofa looks simple and comfortable, the sofa is 
placed at a distance according to health protocols (Figure 
16). Merchandise display (Figure 15) is made with a flexible  
design so that the shape of the display can be adjusted to the 
goods sold. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

From the results of the discussion about the lobby interior 
design of the Artotel Thamrin Hotel, Central Jakarta with 
the general theme concept 'The Canvas of Metropolis' 
which has an urban, trendy, and artsy image that produces a 
sub-theme of the lobby room, namely 'Spacious City Vibes'. 
Several things can be concluded, including: 

1. The application of the concept 'The Canvas of 
Metropolis' with urban, trendy, and artsy images 
on design objects can attract visitors and provide 
new experiences for visitors. 

2. Urban imagery can be seen from the use of box 
shapes that looks like the shape of a metropolis 
building and dynamic floor patterns. Trendy 
images are found in curvy mirror that become 
photo spots for visitors. The artsy touch is shown 
using mural decorations by Addy Debil. 

3. With the theme 'The Canvas of Metropolis', it 
creates a metropolis atmosphere and provides the 
process of "Refreshing" to hotel visitors. 
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